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The purpose of this thesis was to create an Online Movie Rental Store which is a Java web application developed with “Binding Attributes in contexts”, with a built-in Eclipse software environment and MySQL, which is basically organized in a tripartite in terms of functions: films, customers and administrator.

Online Movie Rental Store Application was devised to offer large opportunities to customers, according to the novelty of the movie and according to categories relating to: the name of the movie, the actors’ names, the number of free movies, the release year of the film etc. The customer data are available: customer id, first name, last name, address and phone number.

Furthermore, this application was designed to display detailed information about the products and customers in a specific order. In this manner, the administrator is responsible for all functions related to the management of films and customers. The administrator is, thus, able to add, delete, update, and request information related to films and customers.

This thesis aims at providing variable solutions that allow customers to track innovation in online sales and rentals of movies in an effective way. Accordingly, this project also gives a vision of how to enhance future procedures of movie shopping. On the other hand, using social network, such as Facebook will encourage the simplification of the user registration, and provide an adequate means for accessing movie rental stores.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Even a couple of years ago, movie rental services were carried out in physical structures where customers queued to secure their preferred movies. The advancement of web-based technologies ushered in different approaches to doing business, with online business constituting a predominant trend in our contemporary societies.

Renting movies was no exception to the growth of technology and online marketing. Netflix commenced its online movie rental services in 1997, and has managed to thrive tremendously in recent times, despite facing occasional debilitating forces.1

An online movie rental store is a virtual platform which offers online users the opportunity to rent movies by browsing an array of available movies. It enables customers to select their preferred movies and make an order online without going to a brick and mortar store.

The selected items will be collated into a shopping cart. At the checkout time, the items in the shopping cart will be presented as an order.

Albeit it remains the most preferable medium of renting movies in most developed economies, some basic information about the customer is required to finalize the transaction. The user is usually required to fill in the billing and shipping addresses, as well as the payment information, in order to complete the transaction. The customer is reminded about the order through an email notification sent to him/her by the rental store.

Commerce, which relates to the buying and selling of commodities in large scale and also involves transportation of these goods, has remained a traction of humanity. People have, throughout history, deployed several ways of doing businesses, from the barter system to the use of money as a medium of exchange.
Until the 20th century, business activities have solely been conducted at physical locations, where seller and buyer have interacted. This type of business interaction, also known as offline commerce, remains the oldest, safest, and the widely practiced business model.

However, globalization makes trade more cosmopolitan, with the introduction of electronic commerce, where buyers and sellers can interact without personal contacts. E-commerce in the 21st century has grown significantly especially in developed countries where the Internet use is prevalent.

An online movie rental is a fantastic way to distract oneself from the monotony of everyday life, and it is especially useful for journeys. She/he is able to rent and stream any movie online without having to visit the physical rental store.

1.1 Background

The brick and mortar model of commerce has remained the safest and traditional form of doing business. This form of commerce creates a locale where people can meet face-to-face to carry out transactions (Wise Geek). While offline commerce seems to be an expensive way of doing business in terms of infrastructure and logistics, it appears that a great percentage of buyers prefer the offline model of doing business./2/

The Internet is believed to have augmented the growth of trade in the 21st century. People are, by the click of a mouse, able to buy and sell products, irrespective of their own location. This trend has ratcheted the global trade significantly and expedited the transfer of goods and services.

With its backdrop on web applications, the online shopping system helps both sellers and buyers to maximize their utility with fewer resources. With this model, customers are, in the comfort of their own home, able to buy products or services merely by browsing their computers’ navigators. They save the time of perambu-
lating in huge shops in search of a particular product. Seemingly, the online shopping system often offers products at lower prices than the brick and mortar.

The brick and mortar enterprises in the computer age have also identified the viability of supplementing their traditional way of doing business with internet marketing. A research shows that online marketing is able to target a larger audience than the traditional approach. The emergence of the hybrid commerce which makes use of both online and brick-and-mortar approaches is, accordingly, noticeable.

1.2 Description

The main objective of this thesis was to create a virtual movie rental store web application corresponding to a shopping process in which the customer interface provides an online store for customers to rent films. The administrative management provides an interface for administrators to manipulate the user interface and products (films) interface by, for example, modifying the layout of the shopping website or editing product information. The database management system is, without a doubt, an inevitable part of the whole rental store system.

In addition, the user’s data, which may include customer identifications and rental shopping orders, will be saved in a database system through the connector provided by the administrative module. It must also store and save the edited user- and product information on the database.

After a customer submits his order, the web application based on the shopping system records this information in a database management system. The information management system shall bolster the process by managing it, processing the customer’s order, delivering the order to the logistical party, distributing processes, and tracing the payment for financial module.
2 OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT TOOLS

This thesis project employs variable technologies and tools which comprise Java Server Pages (JSP), Java Language, HyperText Markup Language (HTML), Shopping Cart, MySQL database and phpMyAdmin.

2.1 Description of Tools

In 1999, Sun Microsystems added a new element to the collection of Enterprise Java tools: Java Server Pages (JSP). Java Server Pages are built on top of Java servlets and are designed to increase the possibility for programmers, and non-programmers, to create web content efficiently.

In Java Server Page (JSP) is a technology for web application development or the appearance of web pages through the use of servlets, a small program that is specified in the web page and run on the web server to modify the web page before it is sent to the user who requested it.

The Java Server Pages - component is a type of Java servlet that is devised to fulfill the role of a user interface for a Java web application. Also, a JSP source code runs at the web server in a JSP servlet engine, which dynamically generates HTML, XML, etc. and sends output to the client’s web browser.

Using JSP, you can collect input from users through web page forms, present records from a database or another source, and create web pages in an animated way. Similarly to Servlets, Java Server Pages are constructed on top of the Java Servlets API. It also has access to all the powerful Enterprise Java APIs, including JDBC, JNDI etc.

2.1.1 Setting Up the JSP Environment

Running a JSP-file requires a JSP-supported web server. Tomcat is a servlet and JSP container developed by the Apache Software Foundation (ASF). Tomcat compiles the Java Servlet and provides a Java-based web server environment for
the Java code to run. Although Tomcat is developed by the Apache organization and has the superior supports from SUN Microsystems that develops J2EE, it tends to experience some anomalies with EJB applications.

2.1.2 Generating Dynamic Content

JSP offers an array of tools which pertain to the generating of dynamic content: content that differs based on user input, time of day, the state of an external system, or other runtime conditions.
- Creating a JSP page
- Installing a JSP page
- Running a JSP page

2.2 HTML Overview

HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language, and is the most widely used language designed for writing Web Pages. In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee invented the Web with HTML as its publishing language.

As the name suggests, HTML is a Markup language. Originally, HTML was developed with the intent of defining the structure of documents, such as headings, paragraphs, lists, etc to facilitate the sharing of scientific information between researchers./4/

2.3 Java Overview

Java is a programming language that was invented by James Gosling in 1994. It was originally named Oak and was developed as part of the Green project at Sun Company. The writing of Java codes for programming began in December 1990. Java is a programming language and environment that was created to resolve a number of problems in modern programming practice. It commenced as a part of a larger project to develop advanced software for consumer electronics. These are small, reliable, portable, as well as distributed real-time embedded systems.
Initially these were just compiler technology problems, but as time passed it encountered a set of anomalies that were best remedied by changing the language.

2.4 MySQL Database

MySQL is a cross-platform open source Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). It was created by Michael Widenius, who partly named it after his daughter, My. It was initially released on the 23rd of May, 1995 under the GPL License. It was originally owned by a Swedish firm, MySQL Ab, which is now owned by Oracle.

2.5 PhpMyAdmin

PhpMyAdmin is a free and open source GUI tool written in PHP, which is used for web database administration. It has cross-platform support for the major operating systems and was first released in 1998 under the GNU General Public License.

It has an intuitive web interface, and is compatible with many MySQL features. It also has data management (including import and export) support for many formats like CSV, SQL, PDF, XML, among others.
3 DESCRIPTION OF ONLINE MOVIE RENTAL STORE APPLICATION

Below a detailed description will be the given of the project, the requirements, objectives and the constraints.

3.1 Background

Online movie rental store based on web application is a virtual platform which can be visualized as a bipartite in terms of interface: administrator interface and customer interface.

![UML's Configuration Diagram Architecture](image)

**Figure 1.** UML's Configuration Diagram Architecture

3.1.1 Functional Objective

The Online Rental Movie Store is divided into two fragments in terms of roles: a background for the administrator and a user's interface for customers. In this sense, it becomes imperative to elucidate the corresponding functions included in these fragments.
3.1.2 Log In

The administrative management process in the prototype of the administrative module includes the following steps:

- Administrator login properties:
  - Username
  - Password

When connected to the background management platform "url", an administrator's log in page should be displayed and request a username and password, in order for the administrator to view the management pages. The original username and password are pre-set on the database that is registered for administrators.

3.2 Foreground Administrator Pages

As mentioned earlier, the administrative management provides an interface for administrators to manipulate the customer interface and products (films) interface.

![UML's Diagram for Administrator case](image)

**Figure 2.** UML's Diagram for Administrator case

3.2.1 Admin Management

The administrator login properties:
Subsequently, after clicking the link “Management Space”, the user will have a preview of an admin list which shows all administrators’ properties. The priority administrator can delete roles by clicking the link “Delete Customer” or add film to the system by clicking the link “Add Movie”. Administrators are defined as system-admins who have the authority to manage the products catalog (films) and customers.

3.2.2 Movies Management

Movies management properties:

- Add Movie
- Delete Movie
- Update Movie

A list of the Movies Function Management-exhibiting properties of Movies management will be displayed after the user clicks “Movies Management”. The administrator can add, delete and update movies by clicking the link corresponding to each property's function.

3.2.3 Customers Management

Customers management properties:

- Delete Customer
- Update Customer

After a click on the link “Customers Management”, a menu of Customer functions management will be displayed and these will give you an idea about the properties of movie management. The administrator can delete and update customers by clicking the link corresponding to the function of each property.
3.3 Foreground Customer Pages

As mentioned earlier, Customer Interface provides for the customers a virtual online movie store web application to rent products (films).

![Customer Use Case Diagram]

**Figure 3.** Use UML's diagram for user case

3.3.1 View Movies

The Customer Interface provides a homepage for the shopping page. The only item consists of the movie shopping catalog. Movies are viewed through the page that lists available movies; this page displays a table including the movie title, description, actor's name, length, release year, rental duration and price.

Furthermore, the customer's check-out shopping cart that displays the check-out choices of the movie shopping orders is displayed not only after the product webpage but also in the item homepage after the customer has completed his/her order.

3.4 Shopping Cart Application

The objective of this application is to provide the users with an online virtual store where they can rent movies from the comfort of their home. A shopping cart is
appropriated for this purpose. The user can select the desired movies and, gather them in the shopping cart, and pay for them with a credit card. The user’s order will be shipped according to the type of shipping selected in the order. Therefore, it should be made noticeable that the Online Movie Rental store application requires some fundamental steps to enable the user's purchases. These processes include:
- Registration
- Login
- Menu (Films Catalog)
- Shopping Cart
- Checkout
- Final Order
- Purchase History

3.4.1 User Registration

Similarly to other online retailers, every shopper will be requested to create a user name and password before making a purchase. This will be used during the ordering phase and is saved on the database, to be used for future purchases. As a mandate, the creation of online identification requires the potential customer to fill out an online customer registration form. This form usually demands detailed information from the prospective buyer.

Momentarily, the user’s data, such as the customer identification, is stored and saved on the database system through the connector provided by the administrative management. That information helps customers when they have to login and purchase films.
3.4.2 Shopping Cart Interface

After a customer has browsed through the catalog and identified interesting movies, he/she is able to rent them by firstly adding these movies into the basket (cart). This action takes place by clicking the ”Add to Cart”-button.

All the information in the shopping cart is stored in the “Shopping Cart” table contained in the database (PhpMyAdmin). Adding a movie into the shopping cart does not make the movie unavailable to others, as that happens only after the order has been placed. So, putting in the movie in the shopping cart does not guarantee the availability of the movie at the time of placing the order.

3.4.3 Purchase and Transaction History

After the user has navigated the Online Rental Movie Store’s catalog and used his shopping cart, he will be obliged to enter the credit card information to fulfill of his financial commitment.

The other side, the shipping address is obtained from the Customer table via the database (PhpMyAdmin). The user is also asked to select the desired type of shipping for the order. When all the information is entered, the user can “Proceed to the Checkout”.

Before finalizing the ordering process, the application shows the total price of the order, which includes the quantity of the movies selected, the total price of movies selected and the shipping rate. If the user is not satisfied with the order, the order can be cancelled at this stage. The information in the shopping cart remains intact, so the user can go back to it and make changes if necessary. When the “Place Order” button is clicked, the order is placed and a screen appears which informs the user about the approximate number of days in which the order will be delivered.
3.5 Application Main Connecting Blocks

Below the diagram shows the declarations of each parameter in the different classes. It shows the connections, and the connectivity between the classes. It shows how each class is programmed. It shows that once the user is registered, the data are saved on the database which will help in the start-up and prompting the login.

**Figure 4.** Application Main Connecting Blocks

3.5.1 Application Customer Registration Function

This step shows what happened in each class. The new customer has to first create an account by registering. In this fact, "customerregistration.java" file is responsible to save the customer information on the database (phpMyAdmin) with using DriverManager.

Once the registration is successfully completed, the customer will be able to login into the application with the help of "Login.java" file.

The registration sequence is explained diagrammatically. The user fills in all the required fields on the form and submits. The customer's information will be saved automatically in the database but if any of the fields is empty, the application sends an error message and returns to the customer register page where the cus-
customer is supposed to complete all the fields form. In this step, "CustomerRegistration.java" file is responsible for storing the customer information into the database from the servlet called "registration".

When all the required fields have been filled and accepted or saved in the database, the customer login page will open which will prompt the customer to enter the registered username and password.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5. Application Customer Registration Function**

### 3.5.2 Application Customer Login Function

In this step, two login checks are allowed to verify customer information which will course the database to check if the customer has already registered and validate checking by a response message. When the parameters are accepted, the application main page will be displayed.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6. Application Customer Login Function**
This diagram illustrates the sequence of customer login into the application. When the customer fills the username, password and click submit button. The login servlet checks the entered data and queries on the database. When this is confirmed and logged in, the main page will be displayed, which contains Films Catalog available.

Figure 7. Application Customer Function Diagram

3.5.3 Application Administrator Registration and Login Function

In this phase, the registration mechanism follows the steps as already mentioned earlier for Application Customer Registration Function.

Figure 8. Application Administrator Registration Function
Some differences can be seen in Figures 8 and 9 for files "AdministratorRegistration.java" responsible to store administrator information into the database from the servlet called "register" and "LoginAdmin.java" responsible to Administration login into the application.

**Figure 9. Application Administrator Login Function Diagram**

The registration and login are still the same as earlier. Respectively, when the administrator information (username and password) are confirmed and logged in, the main page will be displayed, which contains management application service (customers, movies and database).

**Figure 10. Application Administrator Function Diagram**
3.6 View Module of Movie Online Shopping Cart Application

The Online Movie Rental Store is a "Binding Attributes in contexts" project which makes full use of classical concept known as MVC, short for model, view and controller. The inside structure will be analyzed precisely in the following.

3.6.1 View Module of Movie Online Shopping Cart

Diagram illustrates the Model module, View module, and Controller module, the connections between the modules, and the back-end database support as well.

![Diagram of MVC of Movie Online Shopping Cart Application](image)

**Figure 11.** MVC of Movie Online Shopping Cart Application

This step shows MVC logic (View module) which has the following functionalities:

- enabling customer browsing of the films catalog
- selecting the items and adding them to the shopping cart
- deleting items from the shopping cart
- displaying the shopping cart contents
3.6.2 Application MVC Architecture

This application is divided into three different blocks which (have several classes) are the Controller, View and the Model. The controller holds the registration; the customer is the view (client) and the model is the administration. These classes are the foundation of this application. After the customer or administrator has registered, he or she will be able to login into the application after the application has received the response from the database by the server to confirm information provided by the customer or administrator registration from the customer table or administrator table. The figure below shows the framework.

Figure 12. Application MVC Architecture Diagram
3.6.3 Online Movie Rental Store Working Diagram

The diagram below shows what happens in each step of the application and how the application works based on the online shopping cart system. The customer needs to register and all the data will be saved on the database where the customer can still retrieve and use it in its purchases. After the registration is successful, the customer is logged in with the same username and password created. After the login is done, the films catalog appears so that the customer may make purchases.

Figure 13. Online Movie Rental Store Working Diagram
4  DATABASE AND GUI DESIGN

The chapter deals with the database and GUI design.

4.1 Database Design

The database for the project was created using MySQL based on the requirements listed in chapter 3.2.

![phpMyAdmin interface on the server](image)

**Figure 14.** phpMyAdmin interface on the server

Next the database was used to store and to save all the information entered in the register page, which the user can later access through different operations (such as login, bill payment or tracking package or customer management or film management...) as well for future use. The database structure in MySQL shows administrator and customer tables.

```sql
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `administrator` (  `admin_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,  `firstname` varchar(25) NOT NULL,  `lastname` varchar(25) NOT NULL,  `username` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  `password` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  `phonenumber` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  `email` varchar(30) DEFAULT NULL,  `last_update` timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,  PRIMARY KEY (`admin_id`) ) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8;
```

```sql
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `customer` (  `customer_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,  `firstname` varchar(25) NOT NULL,  `lastname` varchar(25) NOT NULL,  `username` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  `password` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  `phonenumber` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  `email` varchar(30) DEFAULT NULL,  `last_update` timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,  PRIMARY KEY (`customer_id`) ) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8;
```
PRIMARY KEY ('admin_id')
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 AUTO_INCREMENT=2909978124;

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `customer` (  
`customer_id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,  
`firstname` varchar(25) NOT NULL,  
`lastname` varchar(25) NOT NULL,  
`username` varchar(25) NOT NULL,  
`password` varchar(30) NOT NULL,  
`address` varchar(30) NOT NULL,  
`city` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  
`zipcode` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  
`state` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  
`country` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  
`phonenumber` varchar(20) NOT NULL,  
`email` varchar(30) NOT NULL,  
`last_update` timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,  
PRIMARY KEY (`customer_id`)  
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 AUTO_INCREMENT=69;

Snippet 1. Database MySQL design Diagram

The Java files are communicated to the database by a DriverManager linking from "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver". Thus, information exchanges take place via the server which connects the servlet to the database. The figure below illustrates the actual pattern of this set of operations.
Figure 15. Deployment diagram

4.2 GUI Design

The Online Rental Movie Store is divided into two parts in terms of roles, background for administrator and user's interface for customers. The functions corresponding to each role will be introduced in more detail in the following.

4.2.1 Background of GUI Design

- Register Page

The register page was designed using html. Each of the input fields offer a type personal contact information. So, the register page is linked to CustomerRegistration.java which is connected to phpMyAdmin (database) via the DriverManager.
Figure 16. Register customer page

The login page was designed using login.html. It allows the customer to enter their registered parameters Username and Password.

Figure 17. Login customer interface

The login page is linked to database by Login.java where the customer information has been stored and saved, which file is working together with FirstLoginCheck.java and LastLoginCheck.java files. Their role of is to check and validate parameters into login page.

- Login Confirmation
When parameters are correct and validated, the customer receives an answer, as a confirmation message from LastLoginCheck.java telling that his or her data filled into the login page have been approved and permission to purchase movies.

![Welcome to Online Movie Rental Store!](image)

**Figure 18.** Login successful for customer-page

- Purchase films

At this stage, FilmCatalog.jsp file and Products.java are linked and working together. So, the customer is allowed to purchase films according to his or her interest. The notification is displayed to remind the customer about films purchased.
Figure 19. Purchase Films

The DisplayItem.jsp and ConfirmationOrder.jsp are responsible for collecting the number of films after the check-out is made, calculating total films and total amount of rental films into your basket. Those JSP files are linked to ShoppingCart.java, AddItem.java, DeleteItem.java and CheckoutItem.java to achieve this operation. The customer receives a summary of operation made during the purchasing and bill payment.

Figure 20. The customer's bill
The customer has to fill some parameters into the customer account page related to shipment information. CheckoutBilling.jsp file is responsible for handling this operation. But, it is linked to CheckoutBilling.java and Login.java (by getting customer data from database), to achieve this operation. So, the field (Movie return date) is using Application of jQuery UI #datepicker.

**Figure 21.** The customer's payment

The bank information in the bill form. Another point, the customer must comply with to respect the movie return date, according to the rental duration limited in following three days.

**Figure 22.** Final customer payment
After completing and submitting the information, the customer receives the transaction history which includes the tracking number which is the confirmation of this rental operation. In this step, Logout.jsp and join_email.jsp files are responsible for handling this page. Those files are linked to Logout.java, AddtoEmail.java, ConnectionPool.java, SaveCookie.java and MailUtil.java for performing and completing this step.

**Figure 23.** Transaction History

### 4.2.2 Foreground of GUI Design

In this step, we focused more attention on the administrator management duties. As said earlier, the administrator is responsible for this project in terms of roles: film management (add film, delete film and update film) and customer management (update customer and delete customer).

- **Register Administrator Page**

As Online Shopping System is based on web application, the administrator has to register and get access into the application. The register page was designed using html. Each of the input fields offers a type personal contact information.
So, the register administrator page is linked to AdministratorRegistration.java which is connected to phpMyAdmin (database) via a DriverManager, to store and save administrator data.

**Figure 24.** Administrator registration page

The login page is linked to database by the Java file LoginAdmin.java where the administrator data have been stored and saved, which file is working together with others files FirstLoginCheckAdmin.java and LastLoginCheckAdmin.java. Their role of is to check and validate parameters into the login page.

**Figure 25.** Administrator login interface
The login administrator interface is linked to the database by Login.java file where the administrator information have been stored and saved, which file is working together with FirstLoginCheckAdmin.java and LastLoginCheckAdmin.java files. Their role of is to check and validate parameters into login page.

- Login Confirmation

When parameters are correct and validated, the administrator receives an answer as a confirmation message from LastLoginCheckAdmin.java telling that his or her data filled into the login page have been approved and permission to get access administrator management interface.

![Figure 26. Administrator management page](image-url)
At this stage, CustomersManagement.jsp and ManagementCustomer.java files are linked and working together. So, the administrator has the customer management interface which is able to modify the customer data related to the content of customer shopping in the store during period of time. The administrator has focused on the data stored and saved on the database on the shopping cart interface to manage the customer data.

Figure 27. Customer management Interface

The administrator is allowed to update customer data by information obtained from the customer notifications.
Figure 28. Update of customer data window.

The administrator is allowed to delete customer data by information obtained from the customer shopping constant for a period of time. Before any action, the administrator has to send an announcement or notification to the customer to know about his absence during a period of time. The information provided from the database which are stored and saved in the shopping cart data updated.

Figure 29. Deleting customer data.

At this stage, MoviesManagement.jsp and ManagementFilm.java files are linked and working together. The administrator has the movie management interface
which is able to modify the movie data related to the interest of customers via notification or by adding novelty movies.

**Figure 30.** Movie management interface

The administrator is allowed to update the film data and to add new films.

**Figure 31.** Page to add movies

The administrator is allowed to delete a film by information obtained from the customer shopping interest for a period of time. The information is provided from the database which is stored and saved in the shopping cart data updated.
Figure 32. Page to delete movies
5 IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Description

The web application based on a shopping system should be implemented with the visualization functionalities of both the customer interface and the administrative module; the ordering functionalities of customer interface; the editing functionalities of the administrative module and the functionalities of the MySQL database system. I focused on the Java and JSP files, to precede the description of system implementation and the installation processes.

5.2 Implementation of Function

Generally, the implementation can be divided into Customer Interface implementation and Administrator Interface implementation. As mentioned above, the Customer Interface was mainly implemented with html Customer Interface based on JSP page, the functions were implemented as shown in class diagrams and sequence diagrams. In the following, the detailed description is showed with the analysis of the code.

5.2.1 Customer Login

In this step, the customer data filled into login customer interface is checked from the database if it really exists to be validated.

```java
String n=request.getParameter("username");
String p=request.getParameter("password");

if(Login.validate(n, p) != null){
    Customer customer = Login.getinfo(n,p);
    HttpSession session = request.getSession();
    if(customer != null) {
        System.out.println("Customer " + customer.getCustomer_Id() + " - Welcome Dear " + customer.getFirstname());
        session.setAttribute("Customer", customer);
    }
}
```
\textbf{Snippet 2.} Checking customer data from the database.

After the checking is done, if the customer data really exists, the customer has access to the films catalog page to start the purchase operation. Otherwise, the customer receives message ("Username or password has error, try to login again please!"

\textbf{5.2.2 Show Available Movies}

Products.java and FilmCatalog.jsp files are responsible for collecting from the database and display all films in order the customer to have access to available films in the film catalog.

```java
ArrayList<Film> productList = new ArrayList<Film>();
getConnection();
stmt = conn.prepareStatement("SELECT title, description, actor_name, length, release_year, rentalDuration, quantity, price FROM film");
rs = stmt.executeQuery();
while(rs.next())
{
    Film movie = new Film();
    movie.setTitle(rs.getString(1));
    movie.setDescription(rs.getString(2));
    movie.setActor_name(rs.getString(3));
    movie.setLength(rs.getString(4));
    movie.setRelease_year(rs.getString(5));
    movie.setRentalDuration(rs.getString(6));
    movie.setQuantity(rs.getInt(7));
    movie.setPrice(rs.getDouble(8));
    productList.add(movie);
}
```

\textbf{Snippet 3.} Collecting products from the database.
After the customer has access to the film catalog, he or she cannot purchase the same movie twice.

```<% while (prodListIterator.hasNext()) {
    Film movie = (Film)prodListIterator.next();
    int OrderQuantity = 1;
}%>```

In the customer film selection, can the customer can add several films.

```for(int i=0; i<items.size(); i++) {
    Film film = items.elementAt(i);
    if(film.getTitle().equals(newItem.getTitle())) {
        film.setOrderQuantity(film.getOrderQuantity()+newItem.getOrd
        erQuantity());
        items.setElementAt(film,i);
        flag = true;
        break;
    }
}
if(newItem.getOrderQuantity()>0&&(flag==false)) {
    items.addElement(newItem);
    incrementOrderQuantity();
}```

**Snippet 4. Adding products to the shopping cart**

The customer can also delete a film from the basket.

```items.removeElementAt(itemIndex);
decrementOrderQuantity();``` 

The total number of films and total price are calculated according to the customer basket made during the shopping time.

```String itemOrderQuantity = "" + item.getOrderQuantity();
total-
Price=totalPrice+item.getPrice()*Integer.parseInt(itemOrderQuantit
y);```
5.2.3 Customer Account

The customer data stored and saved on the database are received by function

```java
Customer getinfo (String username, String password){
    temp.setCustomer_Id(rs.getString("customer_id"));
    temp.setFirstname(rs.getString("firstname"));
    temp.setLastname(rs.getString("lastname"));
    temp.setAddress(rs.getString("address"));
    temp.setCity(rs.getString("city"));
    temp.setZipcode(rs.getString("zipcode"));
    temp.setState(rs.getString("state"));
    temp.setCountry(rs.getString("country"));
}
```

Snippet 5. Receiving customer data from the database.

The shipment and bill customer information is stored and saved on the database by these connection statements

```sql
stmt.executeUpdate("insert into shipping(customer_id, firstname, lastname, address, city, state, zipcode, country, movieReturnDate, shipmentType, postalFees)values('" + shipping.getCustomer_Id() + "," + shipping.getFirstName() + "," + shipping.getLastName() + "," + shipping.getAddress() + "," + shipping.getCity() + "," + shipping.getCountry() + "," + shipping.getMovieReturnDate() + "," + shipping.getShipmentType() + "," + shipping.getPostalFees() + ")");
```

```sql
stmt.executeUpdate("insert into billing(customer_id, nameOnCard, creditCardType, creditCardNumber, creditCardExpiration) values('" + billing.getCustomer_Id() + "," + billing.getNameOnCard() + "," + billing.getCreditCardType() + "," + billing.getCreditCardNumber() + "," + billing.getCreditCardExpiration() + ")");
```

```sql
stmt.executeUpdate("insert into shoppingCart(customer_id, firstname, lastname, title, orderquantity) values('" + shipping.getCustomer_Id() + "," + shipping.getFirstName() + "," + shipping.getLastName() + "," + title + "," + cart.getOrderQuantity() + ")");
```

Snippet 6. Sending customer shopping cart to the database.
5.2.4 Administrator Login

In this step, the administrator data filled into the login administrator interface is checked from the database if is really exists to be validated.

```java
String n=request.getParameter("username");
String p=request.getParameter("password");
if (LoginAdmin.validate(n, p)){
    RequestDispatcher rd=request.getRequestDispatcher("/check3");
    rd.include(request,response);
}
```

**Snippet 7.** Checking administrator data from the database.

After the checking is done, if the administrator data really exist, the administrator has access to the Administrator Management Interface to start the management operation. Otherwise, the administrator receives message ("Username and Password can’t be empty!")

```java
else{
    RequestDispatcher rd = request.getRequestDispatcher("erroradmin.html");
    rd.include(request,response);
}
```

5.2.5 Updating Customer

The administrator selects customer data from the database and updates it by pressing button ‘Update from Management update customer interface’.

```java
<% List<String> list = Store.ManagementCustomer.GetCustomers();
    int customer_id = 0;
    String box = null;
    Iterator<String> it = list.iterator();

    while (it.hasNext()) {
        customer_id = Integer.parseInt(it.next());
        out.print("<tr>");
        for (int i = 0; i < 11; i++) {
            out.print("<td>");
            out.print(it.next());
            out.print("</td>");
        }
        out.print("</tr>");
    }
```
Snippet 8. Updating customer data from the database.

ManagementCustomer.java and ManagementUpdateCustomer.jsp files are linked together and act in a way that updating customer data is done by selecting customer id from the customer data. The administrator acts upon the notification mentioned from the customer, in case the customer has a new phone number or new address.

```
String update = "UPDATE FROM customer WHERE customer_id =?";
ps = conn.prepareStatement(update);
ps.setString(1, customer_id);
ps.executeUpdate();
System.out.println("Customer Successful updated");
```

5.2.5 Deleting Customer

In this stage, the administrator selects customer data from the database and updates it by pressing button ‘Delete from Management delete customer interface’.

```
List<String> list = Store.ManagementFilm.GetFilms();
int film_id = 0;
String box = null;

Iterator<String> it = list.iterator();

while (it.hasNext()) {
    film_id = Integer.parseInt(it.next());
    out.print("<tr>");
    for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) {
        out.print("<td>");
        out.print(it.next());
        out.print("</td>");
    }
    out.print("</tr>");
}
```
ManagementCustomer.java and ManagementDeleteCustomer.jsp files are linked together and act in a way that deleting customer data is done by selecting the customer id from the customer data stored and saved on the database.

```java
String delete = "DELETE FROM customer WHERE customer_id =?";
ps = conn.prepareStatement(delete);
ps.setString(1, customer_id);
ps.executeUpdate();
System.out.println("Customer Successful Deleted");
```

**Snippet 9.** Deleting customer data from the database.
6 TESTING

In order to guarantee the quality of the application, a system test of the Online Movie Rental Store was implemented. Two types of tests were made: a component system test and an Integration system test.

Since the inception of the system development, a test was run on the MySQL database server after its installation to prove its reliability. Some graphics of the visualization of the web application based on a shopping system were presented in Chapter 5 by using Internet Explorer. In this chapter, attention is paid mainly to testing the project, by using customer shopping applications and administrative module applications.

6.1 Component System Test

The component test mainly aims to test every JSP file in the project. In this sense, the visual web pages of the Online Movie Rental Store Application is divided into the customer interface and the administrative module. The customer interface includes the shopping homepage and customer order page, while the administrative module comprises homepage management (customer and movie) and the log in pages (customer and administrator).

6.1.1 Customer Interface Testing

*AddItem.java*, is a Servlet which is responsible for adding film items to the shopping cart. It gets all parameter data for a new film item from the database, instantiates a film instance and calls the addItem method of ShoppingCart to add a new film item to the shopping cart. It then transfers control to *DisplayItem.jsp* which will be in charge of rendering the catalog and the updated shopping cart. This conforms to a typical pattern of an MVC controller.
When a customer orders movies from the store, the JSP files (DisplayItem, Checkout, CheckoutBilling and ConfirmationOrder) are responsible for the customer’s ordering functionalities.

The customer interface proved to be reliable and efficient after running the system test. One could, thus, prove a synchronizing ability comparable to other systems.

### 6.1.2 Customer Login Testing

The objective of this experiment was to observe how the server reacts during the different stages of login process by clicking the login button and add the attributes for the ‘customer login interface’.

- **Test Login**

  The input username does not exist.

  The test result:

  ![Test customer login result 1](image)

  **Figure 33.** Test customer login result 1

  The input password does not exist.

  The test result:
6.1.3 Administrative Login Testing

As mentioned earlier for ‘customer login interface’, the login procedure was also the same for this stage.

- **Test Login**

The input username does not exist.

The test result:

**Figure 34. Test customer login result 2**

**Figure 35. Test administrator login result 1**
The input password does not exist.

The test result:

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 36.** Test administrator login result 2

6.2 System Test of Ordering Functionalities and Data Saved in Database

6.2.1 Administrator Registration Testing

- **Test Login**

Input administrator registration

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 37.** Test administrator register result 1
The test result:

**Figure 38.** Test administrator register result 2

6.2.2 **Administrator Adding Film from Database Testing**

- **Test:** Add Film

Input add film

**Figure 39.** Test result add film 1

The test result:
Figure 40. Test result add film 2

6.2.3 Administrator Deleted Film from Database Testing

- Test: Add Film

Input delete film

Figure 41. Test result delete film 1

The test result:
Figure 42. Test result delete film 2

6.2.4 Administrator Deleted Customer from Database Testing

- Test: Delete Customer

Input delete customer

Figure 43. Test result delete customer 1

The test result:
Figure 44. Test result delete customer 2

6.3 Possible Improvements

After the testing, the application was firstly built on the shared preferences method where the application was only available from my personal device, but the method was later changed to link to the application from the web server where we can browse and get access on it. This process makes the application accessible anytime and anywhere, even with a different device.
7 CONCLUSION

The Internet has become a major resource in modern business, and electronic shopping has, thus, gained prominence, not only from the entrepreneur’s but also from the customer’s point of view. For economics actors, electronic shopping generates new market opportunities and for the customer, it makes comparative shopping possible. According to a survey, most consumers of online stores are impulsive and usually make a decision to stay on a site within the first few seconds. “A Web application is like a shop interior. If the shop looks poor or like hundreds of other shops the customer is most likely to skip to the other site”./8/
Hence we have designed the project to provide the user with easy navigation, retrieval of data and necessary feedback as much as possible.

In this project, the user is provided with an e-commerce web site that can be used to buy or rent movies online. It was developed using the Java language, JSP (Java Server Pages) and MySQL. A welcome page appears and then a login page. One can then sign up with the username and password which will be saved into the database created. The customer can then have access to the function in the menu on the application. Every activity on the application is saved on the remote server. The server administrator has the authority to access all the information on the database and monitor traffic on the application for security reasons. The application met all the required details and specifications. The application works perfectly well and is accessible to anyone.

6.4 Future Work

As mentioned in the test, this project also provides a vision of better implementation of future enhancement in movie shopping. On the other hand, using social network such as Facebook and others will encourage the simplification of the user registration and provide an adequate means for access to the application.
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